turn to ensuring the golfing challenge it presents is enhanced.

"We are trying to up-grade the quality of tees and greens and hope to attract more UK championships to the course – we've already had the British Universities Championship in 2004," said Richard.

The balance has to be struck however with Championship golf and providing a course that visiting holiday makers can get round.

"It is a difficult but we manage it by having a lot of tees to provide easier routes," explained Tom.

Having to refrain from entering the competition for three years is a frustration to the Brighouse Bay team but they are already gearing up for a triumphant return in 2009 – Richard was particularly disappointed to learn that the feat of winning twice had already been achieved by Ipswich Golf Club.

"I'd particularly like to thank Espeth Coutts, from SGEG, and Lee Penrose and Simon Watson, from STRI, who have done so much to help me. It really gives me confidence, as a relatively young greenkeeper, to make decisions which might be deemed to be controversial, knowing I've got the support of SGEG and the STRI behind me."

The point is reinforced by Evelyn who feels that more clubs should enter the competition because of the advice and support they would receive from the judges.

"I wouldn't want people frightened about taking part because they would probably find out that they were doing much more right than they are doing wrong."

While Tom is delighted that golf, through the competition is setting a fine example, 'I think the competition is well timed, In fact it is ahead of a lot of things as every news bulletin at the moment is about climate change and environmental awareness."

"It's the biggest challenge to society today."

"I'd also like to thank all my green staff for their continued help and support and recognise the role they played in our winning the Award," said Tom.

For more information on Brighouse Bay visit www.gillespie-leisure.co.uk

Look out for application forms for the 2008 competition around May.
Our Total Package will suit you down to the ground

Successful sports teams are continually searching for the ideal winning package.

Part of that quest is finding the perfect playing surface and this is why more and more groundsmen and greenkeepers are using Scotts as their Total Solution Fertilizer Provider.

But, Scotts' formula for growing green, healthy, deep-rooted turf is, naturally - top secret! Underground intelligence gathering, technical monitoring and down to earth trialling ensure all our fertilizers, from conventional to slow release, controlled release to liquids produce top turf all season long.

To learn about our secret and how you can achieve the perfect playing surface call 0871 220 5353 today.

Scotts UK Professional, Paper Mill Lane, Bramford, Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 4BZ.
Tel: 0871 220 5353  Fax: 01473 830386  email: prof.sales@scotts.com  www.scottspartner.co.uk

Growing success
The Allure of Landscaping

Planning is the most important part of the landscaping process. Good planning can ensure that no effort is spent on unnecessary steps, money is spent wisely and time is used to maximum effect.

Available space and where the sun rises and sets, need to be considered in order for plants and trees to be planted in places that will best serve the golf course and cater for the members needs. For example, tees can be all shapes and sizes but whatever the shape, the main consideration is if they withstand the everyday wear and tear - No golfer wants to play from a tee where there is hardly a blade of grass and the surface is uneven.

This supplement looks at how to use landscaping to its full potential on a golf course and shows us the latest products the industry has to offer. Melissa Toombs talks with Freelance Writer and Gardening Broadcaster, Steve Bradley, who offers advice and helpful hints to incorporate into your landscaping routine. She also quizzes greenkeepers across Britain and abroad on how they go about landscaping their own golf courses.
Steve Bradley (known as Brad) is Gardening Correspondent for The Sun, a Freelance Writer and Broadcaster, and is expert on all things horticulture. Melissa Toombs sought his advice on landscaping a golf course.

1. Which areas on a golf course do you feel benefit the most from landscaping?

“I think around the clubhouse, it's important to make a first impression at any golf course. Having said that, I'm not a golfer so I dare say that someone who plays pays more attention to the course than the clubhouse, but the grounds around the clubhouse do give a very important first impression.”

2. How can we make landscaping as maintenance friendly as possible?

“I think that mulches will become more and more prominent because if I was the Course Manager, I'd want to use anything possible to keep the greens in good condition.”

3. What aesthetic values should a landscape incorporate?

“All year round colour, or all year round interest so that whenever anybody turns up at whatever time of day or whatever time of year, there should always be something that looks nice around the entrance to the clubhouse.”

4. How do you think clubs can enhance their appearance further for special events throughout the year?

“I think what I would do, would be to have a framework of easy to maintain shrubs around the clubhouse and then when it came to the special day, I would go to town on the bedding. You can buy stuff in which is in flower or is just about to flower, and ok, it may cost a little bit more, but it's one less headache for the groundstaff. You know it will look good on the day.”

5. How important do you think it is that a club invests in a greenhouse to bring plants on before they take them outside?

“I must admit that with regards to the bedding I have just mentioned, I wouldn't bother, but I would tend to have a greenhouse or conservatory where I could have indoor plants for use in the clubhouse and restaurant. I see that as the primary function for it rather than raising your own bedding. There are specialists that can do that for you and you can buy it relatively cheaply, whereas the house plants always make a good impression inside and these are the plants that have to deal with the various different light levels.”

6. How can you remodel a course with minimum disruption?

“Again, I think the use of bedding. Colour always attracts the eye and even something like a simple raised bed, it can literally be dropped down within a couple of hours and filled and the plants put in, and it makes a very easy, immediate impact and can be put away again for next time.”

7. Do you agree that sustainable landscapes reflect a high level of self-sufficiency?

“Yes, to a certain extent. You want it to be easy to maintain and not to have a great environmental impact on the area, but I think that in the main, most golf courses are better than many other areas. They've got their own water features – ok, they are designed to make life a bit more challenging for the golfer, but a lot of them, the way they have got their own water systems, their own areas for catching water and excellent drainage facilities, I think most golf courses are better than many other areas anyway.”
11. We always see Augusta with its rhododendrons and azaleas in April but surely these aren't necessarily good for certain areas of golf courses?

“Well a big problem with something like rhododendrons and azaleas as a group of plants, is that you've got to have the right soil. They are ericaceous plants and they thrive in acidic soil, which is not all that common in vast areas of the UK, but then again you can soon find alternatives like elaeagnus and different types of laurels and pyracanthas. With something like a rhododendron, they flower once and then that's it ’til next year, whereas if you get something like a pyracantha you've got the flowers on and you've got the berries on. I see one or two places where they've actually had sweet peas growing underneath the pyracanthas so they use them as a climbing frame and scramble up them - You've got flowers early on and berries later, with sweet peas in the middle of the year.”

9. Does plant placement and selection play an important part in achieving a good landscape? What plant selection criterion needs to be considered?

“Yes and I must admit that in terms of using broadly dugger greens to restrict a view or make a golf course more challenging is an excellent idea, but I do like the idea where they name a hole after the shrubs planted prominently close-by. I think at certain times of the year where you've got holes on the course covered and stems and that sort of thing, I think it gives a course an identity and a good use of landscape rather than just being "a new hole".

10. Is there a criterion that you look for when selecting the plants?

“Basically something that will look after itself. If you bear in mind that the guys that work at a golf course - their primary job is to make sure that the grass is in excellent condition and the playing surface remains good at all times - it makes their life a lot easier if they have plants that are self sufficient. Things that don't need a lot of spraying or pruning, don't need an awful lot of tidying up, they are there, they look good but they just look after themselves.”

8. What type of drainage should be used when constructing beds?

“I think that we have got to look at something else, I mean we almost want a system now where we can catch water rather than get it away. I reckon that through the summer, because the workload is so great and the climate is changing, when creating beds or raised beds, you almost want the water to be held there for as long as possible without water logging. You want these areas to look after themselves so that you can get on with something else. I think it's actually looking at systems of retaining water rather than draining it. We have always looked at drainage in the past, as water has not been an issue. I've been doing some work with people where the containers have holes in them about four inches up the sides. The idea being that when you water those plants, you know that they have that reservoir at the bottom that they can tap into - So you can get away with watering every third day in hot weather, rather than having to water them every single day.”
12. What factors need to be considered before installing a pond?

"Any water feature on a golf course has got to have several purposes. There's the playing side of it in terms of making the course more challenging but I also think it has to be placed somewhere where it can collect water and reuse it. More and more as we have to start to face these water problems, its primary function has got to be water catchment."

14. What kind of constraints would you normally come across and would they generally quite easy to work around?

"In terms of golf, you have nearly always got to do quite a lot of earth moving. A lot of it at golf courses these days, I see it bordering on civil engineering - the contours of the land and such like. I often see the soil type as a major problem - a heavy soil, easily damaged by machinery and compaction. If you can get the soil right, it makes life easy. In terms of solving these problems, if you have skilled contractors it's usually not a problem but again it's getting them to get it right to start with so the next stages are much easier, such as creating the greens, getting the fairways right, getting the drainage and everything else sorted out."

16. If people want to improve their landscaping skills how should they go about it?

"Places like Askham Bryan have an excellent reputation in landscaping. Myerscough and Cannington also do landscaping and design courses, as does Writtle College."
17. Do you think there is much existing crossover knowledge between greenkeepers and horticulturalists?

"I don't really. I think the problem's been in the past that horticulturalists have just thought, oh that's grass. That's the green stuff we plant all the stuff around to make it look pretty. I think it's only because of the American influence and the influence of people like Nick Bissett and George Shiels in the UK over the last few years, that have made people realise that golf course construction, maintenance, and particularly greenkeeping, are a skill in their own right. I see it now as a branch of horticulture rather than just someone who looks after the grass. It used to be this attitude that the local authorities said, oh anyone can mow a bit of grass, and grounds maintenance is very specialist these days and extremely science based."

18. Do you think it is important to have a person dedicated to the gardening needs of a golf club, or is it better for the jobs to be shared around?

"Again I think it's a specialist thing. Depending on the size of the golf club, I reckon you would probably be able to justify one person, two or three days a week, to look after the garden (non-play) areas around the clubhouse but I'd also include in that what I would call interior landscape, the plants that are in the restaurant and proshop etc."

19. What would be an average budget for landscaping an 18 hole course?

"I've got no idea but I wouldn't want to pay the bill!"

20. What about the landscaping across car park areas?

"Now what they are trying to do is have cars parked in clusters of maybe six or seven, often with trees shading them, and they're looking more and more at areas where they have got down this mesh that the grass can grow through and you can park on that rather than great big areas of tarmac that look like their outside Asda's or Tesco's. The boutique layout consists of clusters or parking spaces - up to a dozen - with maybe one or two trees. They break them up into little areas like that so that quite often, if there are hardly any cars there, from a distance it looks like it's part of the course rather than the car park - it blends in and it meets a lot of the environmental criteria as well."

---

**Aberdeen is a perfect example of how creative landscaping and gardening can improve the appeal of an area.**

Aberdeen won the Best City category for Britain in Bloom 2006 and was awarded a Gold Medal.

"An outstanding combination of brilliant bedding and floral displays, wonderful trees, parks and borders and numerous lovely gardens and commercial displays. The countryside areas were well-used and well-managed and the community were clearly involved in the decision-making and active hands-on management of many features and facilities in this vibrant city," were just some of the reasons the judges gave, as to why Aberdeen deserved this prestigious award.
Talking Heads

Melissa Toombs quizzes greenkeepers across the UK and abroad on how they go about landscaping their golf courses.

1. How much landscaping/gardening are you expected to do at your club?

2. Do you devote specific time in your schedule to carry out this work?

3. Do you have the knowledge and skills that you need to carry out these tasks yourself, or do you have a dedicated gardener?

4. Which one landscaping project at your club are you particularly proud of?

5. How important do you think a well-landscaped golf club should be?

Answers:

Name: John Clarke
Club: Marriott Hanbury Manor Hotel & Country Club, Ware
Position: Golf & Estate Manager

1. Hanbury Manor has approximately 25 acres of historic gardens, lawns and pineatum.

2. Our Head Groundsman is responsible for all landscaped areas. He has dedicated staff and the assistance of the golf course crew.

3. The management and skills for maintenance and development are contained within the team, we use a local consultant for specific plant knowledge, professional arborists and a specialist in the maintenance of listed constructions for our walled gardens and terraces.

4. A large, hard landscaping project at the 1st tee. This included new walkways, lawns, features and a large Rhododendron bed to provide a much better sense of arrival.

5. Hugely important, the landscaping at the main entrance is the first impression any customer receives to our venue and will set the tone for their stay.

Name: David MacIndoe
Club: Killarney GC, Ireland
Position: Course Manager

1. We often undertake projects to enhance our very natural setting - Mainly through the quieter winter months.

2. I have one designated staff member to keep the clubhouse environs neat and tidy. When necessary other staff are allocated on an as needed basis.

3. My staff are multi-talented!

4. My staff and I turned an ugly drainage ditch on the 18th hole of our Killeen course into a series of ponds which also improve the visual and playing characteristics of the hole.

5. I personally feel that there is far too much emphasis on tree planting without regard to drainage, shade and air movement. I like to see the grass!

Name: David Chapel
Club: Rotherham GC
Position: Course Manager

1. We do quite a lot of landscaping through the autumn and winter months i.e. new winter tees plus improving summer tees, and also general work in wooded areas.

2. All work is assessed and a specific time is allowed to do the tasks.

3. All Staff are NVQ 3 trained plus have many years of experience in landscaping and gardening.

4. For the Golf Club's Centenary in 2003, two new ponds were constructed along with a fountain and water features.

5. It is very important for the purpose, as to make it pleasing to the eye and to add to the pleasure of a round of golf here at Rotherham Golf Club.
Club: 
Town of Huntingdon, New York

1. At one of my golf courses (Dix Hills Golf Course in Dix Hills, Long Island), we will be implementing a major renovation. We anticipate a sizeable amount of landscaping work around the clubhouse, parking fields, and related support areas, such as the maintenance facility, wash pad area, and tee surrounds.

2. I personally don’t do the physical work; however I oversee all work to ensure it’s being performed properly, within budget and schedule. We have a competent staff that does the horticulture work.

3. I have an extensive education in landscape design, agronomy, turfgrass management and turfgrass science. My academic credentials are: B.S. in Turfgrass Science (high honors) from Penn State University; Graduated Rutgers University Two-Year Turfgrass Management Program - covering landscape design and horticulture; Masters Certificate from Penn State University in Turfgrass Science; Certified Turfgrass Professional (CTP) designation from the University of Georgia for cool and warm-season turfgrass management.

4. We recently completed a $1,200,000 renovation project at Crab Meadow Golf Course in Northport, Long Island that consisted of designing new tees, bunkers and greens complexes and installing an automated irrigation system. The tee surrounds, clubhouse and parking areas were extensively landscaped, to arrive at an aesthetic, functional landscape.

5. Landscaping should be an integral part of golf course design or renovation project. Landscaping adds colour, form and function to the golf course project.

Name: Bob Ehrler
Club: Town of Huntingdon, New York
Position: Director of Golf Course Maintenance

Name: Tom Murray
Club: Ratho Park, Edinburgh
Position: Head Greenkeeper

1. The landscaping/gardening that is done at Ratho is carried out by the greenstaff who have all been trained at Oatridge College within the SVQ level in shrub and landscape maintenance. The greenstaff are hands on at their place of work - learning the skills of tending to the tree, shrub and plant areas are all important to the golf course.

2. There are specific times at which we carry out this work, normally when we have been around the golf course cutting and preparing for the days play. We then move to the shrub and flowerbeds that surround the clubhouse and 1st tee, and feature areas throughout the grounds.

3. All of the greenstaff have a knowledgeable outlook when working on the landscaped areas throughout the grounds.

4. Many of the projects have been a success as well as the areas that surround our "Tudor Revival" style building dating back to 1824. The land surrounding the clubhouse is a landscape design in itself, with many tree types common to the UK and with the help and guidance of Scottish Golf Environmental Group we have managed these wider areas with the correct sensitivity.

5. A well landscaped golf course is very important to the playing golfers, for look and feel that some form of planned programme can only be carried out once the grass has slowed down - i.e. during the winter - such is also at the mercy of the weather. I do feel that some form of planned programme is, however, very useful for informing the members and prioritising projects.

Name: Sean McDade
Club: Sandwell Park, West Bromwich
Position: Deputy Course Manager

1. We are expected to carry out all landscaping requirements on the course. The area around the clubhouse is looked after by a part-time gardener.

2. Not really, such works can only be carried out once the grass has slowed down - i.e. during the winter - such is also at the mercy of the weather. I do feel that some form of planned programme is, however, very useful for informing the members and prioritising projects.

3. Yes I have a lot of experience in Hard Landscaping. I am able to survey and draw plans, which also allows for quantities present and/or required to be calculated. Over the years I have reconstructed/ introduced greens, tees, surrounds, drainage, paths, steps etc.

4. I have not been at my present club for long and as yet have not undertaken anything significant, but at my previous club, Penn GC, I undertook; the 1st tee/rear of 18 surround, the 3rd green, and the rear surround of the 14th green.

5. Such is very important from many aspects. Ease of efficient safe maintenance, which of course is linked directly to playability and standards of presentation. Also from an aesthetical point of view, features should emulate a natural blend within its environment even though it probably isn't. Presentation, presentation, presentation!

Name: Peter Lacey
Club: Pennard GC, Swansea
Position: Head Greenkeeper

1. The greenstaff are expected to undertake all landscaping/gardening work at the golf club. After completion of the new clubhouse building in 2001, the greenstaff undertook the design and landscaping of the clubhouse surrounds and gardens.

2. The maintenance of these areas is carried out as part of the overall golf course requirements, inclusive of mowing, weed and pest control, etc. Any other specific job/project such as re-turfing would be undertaken as part of the “winter work” requirements.

3. The knowledge and skills required to carry out these tasks, we have within our workforce, as all of our greenstaff have NVQ level 2 & 3 as a minimum requirement and many years of practical experience in construction/landscaping behind them.

4. Many greens, tees and even fairways have been landscaped in-house over the years, however it would be a close call between the recently re-modelled 145 yard par 3, 2nd hole re-built last year or the 165 yard par 3, 5th hole re-modelled in 1995.

5. A well-landscaped golf club that is easy on the eye, but most importantly is in keeping with its natural surroundings, is without doubt essential. After all, this is the starting point for what is to come and it is important to set the tone and to sell the image as early on as possible.
NEW PRODUCTS

Landscaping Special

PREDICTING TURF DISEASE FOR BETTER CONTROL

A powerful new internet-based decision support service specifically developed for the UK and Ireland is now available to turf managers through Syngenta. Called GreenCast, it gives turf managers early warnings of likely disease attacks and weather events via a dedicated website, www.greencast.co.uk

Developed by Syngenta Professional Products over the last two years, GreenCast provides turf managers with detailed weather information and key disease forecasts across the UK and Ireland. With up-to-the-minute accurate information, available 24-hours a day, GreenCast gives an early warning of impending changes in weather conditions, predicts disease infection levels and helps turf managers decide the optimum time to apply fungicides.

For more information visit www.greencast.co.uk

BEAT THE HEAT

Fanfare™ had added two new colours to its 2007 range - Orchid and Pink Sparkle. This sun-loving Impatien, with its exotic New Guinea blooms, is a go-anywhere plant due to its consistent performance in sun, part-sun and shade locations. With their mounding, spreading and cascading habit, they quickly fill large garden beds, hanging baskets and containers providing incredible all-season colour. Fanfare™ rebounds quickly from water stress without shedding buds or blooms.

For the full range and availability of Fanfare™ Impatiens visit: www.ballcolegrave.co.uk

CELEBRITY GARDENER GIVES BACKING

Kim Wilde has been singing the praises of traditional rubber crumb technology that reinforces and cushions ground surface on golf courses. The popstar has teamed up with Dunweedin, a company that produces the original rubber crumb that is applied to grass to create reinforcement, prevent soil compaction and improve drainage and aeration. Its patented rootzone application is already popular among greenkeepers and the crumb is used extensively on greens and lawns throughout the UK.

For more information call: 01928 735555 or: 07739 525065.

NEW AND SQUEAKY CLEAN

Two great new colours; Light Pink and Dark Pink Magic, have been added to the UK's top selling range of Aztec™ verbena. Aztec™ verbenas keep benches spic 'n' span with reduced chemicals and easy finishing, and their super-uniformity, early flowering and excellent branching give the grower a quick cropping series.

For the full range and availability of Aztec™ ® Verbenas visit: www.ballcolegrave.co.uk

HARDWOOD STAKES

Northumberland based company, Trees Please, has launched a new type of tree stake.

These hardwood stakes made from Acacia (Robinia Pseudoacacia), contain a natural resistance to decay - Which is of utmost importance these days, as businesses are no longer allowed to burn timber that has been treated.

The stakes are also very strong, resulting in fewer breakages during use.

For more information visit: www.treesplease.co.uk

BSH SEED CATALOGUES

British Seed Houses' 2007 seed catalogues are now available to download from their amenity website at: www.bshamenity.com.

Available as five separate PDF documents - native flowers, seeded turf cultivars, sports mixtures, golf mixtures and landscaping mixtures, they're quick and easy to save to your desktop. Simply click on the banner at the